
 

ToonTrack DrumTracker 102

toontrack drumtracker is a drum-sampling software product designed for drummers, producers, and engineers who want to get the most out of their daw, without having to spend hours editing drums and percussion, and who dont want to have to worry
about their kit being clean. starting with the the drum set itself, drumtracker comes complete with an excellent range of drums, including a full selection of historic and contemporary drum kits. the quality of the drum samples is very good, and each kit

can be set up to sound like either a close-miked studio kit, or a more open and cavernous kit. if you have a large selection of samples, you can quickly build up a drum set that you like, and then drill down to the individual drum sounds you want. the
user can then import these drum sounds as midi data into drumtracker, and they will appear in the user's drum set list. up to 8 of these midi files can be added to one project simultaneously, and they can be sorted into groups by the user - so they can
be arranged according to preset kits, or even be labelled to show their position in a song structure. the drumtracker midi files have the same names as the drums (or part of the drums) in the drum kit, and so can be edited in the same way as any midi

file in your daw. there is plenty of room for improvement - in the same way that your own recorded drum parts may sound a bit flat and thin, drumtracker can sound a bit too close. you can adjust the close-miked drum sounds, but it's not always easy to
find the right balance, and the results may not always sound great. the user can also adjust the mics used for different parts of the kit, and the volume can be handled by either a manual volume control or a simple volume curve. once the drum sounds

are adjusted to the user's liking, they can be assigned to any of the standard drumtracker instrument tracks. these drum tracks have a number of functions, and the user can edit the sounds, control the velocity curve and add midi data to the tracks. the
midi data can then be routed to the appropriate tracks, and the individual drum tracks can be assigned to particular drum kits for a mix, or they can be used to play back tracks from pre-recorded midi files.
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ToonTrack DrumTracker 102

There are a few things that can be useful: Toontrack Drumtracker provides a MIDI drum changer
button, so you can manually adjust the tempo of real drum samples, though this is a rather fiddly

process. If you want automatic tempo adjustment, you can check out Massey's X-Drums software -
though it is much more advanced and expensive than Drumtracker. Toontrack have made several
versions of Drumtracker, and I use the 102 version for the time being. This version seems to be the

most up to date, and is quite light on system resources, though the interface is a little less user-
friendly. However, the current version of Drumtracker is not compatible with Drumtracker 102, so

you may need to install both in the same machine. After selecting the drum instruments you want to
use, you can adjust the filtering options for individual instruments. A brief overview of the different

filters is provided with the software, but I found the specifications they provide with more detail.
Most filters are either GM or General MIDI, or are simply too complicated to work out. The main filter
is the lowpass filter, but as this is pre-programmed to over 40Hz, you probably won't have to use it.

The two most common settings are the Envelope Filter (sets the rate or speed at which the filter
operates), and the Attack (the time to set the filter's cut-off at the start of the sound). For even more

details on using filters and gating, see this article, for example. Drumtracker also has two basic
levels of volume control: drum to melody and melody to keyboard volume, and low level gating

(usually used for drums and kick). 5ec8ef588b
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